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"Not to be missedâ€¦a gem. This is real Old World cookingâ€¦devotees of Mediterranean cuisine

would be remiss not to add this book to their collection."â€”Boston GlobeRanging from favorites

such as chickpea pilaf to richly stewed lamb on a bed of eggplant, today's Turkish cuisine is fresh,

distinctive, and flavorfulâ€”the result of over five centuries of culinary tradition.Whether you want to

warm up with a tangy Peasant Soup (a hearty chicken soup), or top off a meal with a mouthwatering

Pistachio Seomina Cake, The Sultan's Kitchen will show you how to produce the exotic tastes and

aromas of Turkish food in your own kitchen. It offers over 125 healthy, delicious recipes that are

both easy to prepare and based on readily available ingredients.The Sultan's Kitchen also shows

you how to prepare a complete Turkish dinner, and features stunning images by photographer Carl

Tremblay. This Turkish cookbook is sure to inspire you to create meals fit for a Sultan! --This text

refers to the Paperback edition.
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When I ordered The Sultan's Kitchen on .com, at first I was skeptical because most cookbooks on

Turkish cuisine published in English are not very authentic. But I was wrong; this book is full of

authentic Turkish recipes adapted for use in North American kitchens. It is a beautifully produced

cookbook, full of color and glossy photographs of finished dishes. No detail is overlooked in the

production of this book. It is such a beautiful cookbook that one could easily display on one's coffee

table. However, the real strength of this book lies in the precision of its recipes. The author who is a

celebrity chef in Boston, has gone in great length in producing a Turkish cookbook that will allow

even a moderately skilled cook to produce sumptuous Turkish dishes at home. This book is all



about flavor. This is a kind of book that not only home cooks but professional chefs alike will find

very beneficial. The recipes in the book harmoniously blend together, so one could easily mix and

match various dishes in creating menus when entertaining others. However, the author even

compiled suggested menus for different seasons of the year to ease the task of the reader.Chef

Ozcan Ozan's book does a good job in presenting the reader with an insight into rustic classical

cooking in Turkey, but does not address the new style Turkish cuisine one finds in big metropolitan

cities such as Istanbul, Izmir, Ankara and Adana in modern day Turkey. I guess with ever changing

life styles, Turkish cuisine is also evolving all the time just like French and Italian cuisines. Turkish

cuisine undoubtedly is one of the greatest cuisines in the world together with French and Chinese

cuisines.
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